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Title word cross-reference

$ [Sha23b]. (Q, r) [OOSM18]. $109.95 [Has18]. $135.00 [Lip21a]. $139.95 [Sta21]. $150.00 [Cho22a]. 2 [EN11, Grö14b], 2 × 2 [ILS11]. 3 [GGK10, LPLPD14]. $34.95 [Ree19]. $38.95 [Joh20]. 4 [Asq14, HWY18].

$44.95 [Hou07]. $47.96 [Peb21]. $49.95 [Ree19]. $50.99 [Sha21c]. $54.95 [Ben21].

$59.95 [Cho22a]. $63.96 [Lip22]. $69.95 [Put06, Sta05, Vie11]. $74.21 [Sha23a].


[www.amherst.edu] [Grö15a].

[www.crcpress.com/9781498709576]
978-0-367-27798-7 [Sha23a].
978-0-367-35798-6 [Lip20a].
978-0-367-40982-1 [Lip20b].
978-0-367-73432-9 [Hu21].
978-0-367-81889-0 [Lip21c].
978-0-429-06666-5 [Lee21].
978-1-00-310027-0 [Cho22a].
978-1-032-04174-2 [Lee21].
978-1-032-15373-5 [Sha23b].
978-1-032-35798-6 [Lip21a].
978-1-032-83481-7 [Iac15].
978-1-032-94109-6 [Hel15].
978-1-107-15075-1 [Pod18].
978-1-118-38798-6 [Lip22].
978-1-118-83481-7 [Iac15].
978-1-118-94109-6 [Hel15].
978-1-138-35933-8 [Sha23b].
978-1-138-59963-5 [Die21].
978-1-138-62691-1 [Ben21].
978-1-138-63197-7 [Hac17].
978-1-138-19745-9 [Sta21].
978-1-138-7113-6-3 [Peb21].
978-1-135-21286-1 [Ben21].
978-1-4398-7885-9 [Cur18].
978-1-4398-8538-3 [Lee21].
978-1-4398-4992-9 [Aji17].
978-1-46-655332-3 [Lee21].
978-1-4665-0225-3 [Rao14].
978-1-4665-1585-7 [Sha21c].
978-1-4822-3736-8 [Gro15a].
978-1-4822-4936-1 [Oli17].
978-1-4822-5344-3 [Rui17].
978-1-4822-5383-2 [Lu18].
978-1-4939-1710-3 [Mat15].
978-1-4939-8853-2 [Num20].
978-1-4987-0957-6 [Gro16].
978-1-4987-1154-8 [Gle16a].
978-1-4987-1236-1 [Kha16].
978-1-4987-2096-0 [Orm17].
978-1-4987-2448-7 [Liu18].
978-1-4987-3422-6 [Has18].
978-1-4987-7013-2 [Sah19].
978-1-4987-7571-7 [Kle17, Rob17].
978-1-4987-8185-5 [Pod21].
978-1-4987-8990-5 [Ree19].
978-1-58488-087-5 [Vie11].
978-1-58488-962-5 [Kel10].
SR16, SP10, SVCB18, Sta93f, Ste11, Sun15, Sun16, TV11, TMN16, TM05, TD07, TYY+14, Tsao1, US10, Unw11, Unw12a.

**Analysis**
[Unw15, Uto15, VM09a, VR99, Ver18, WLH+18, WHK21, WTB+15, WS11, WM14, Wic09, WG10, Wil14a, WG17, Yu12, YL17, ZQS16, Zie05, dL05b, dLM09c, dWFP11, vDA07, vDA12, AGR13, ACG+16, An003b, ATCA20, BFA14, BC55a, Bee13, Beh04, Beh05, Beh12, Bos09, Bos12, BA97, Bro12, BG96, Cal06, Car04, Car14, CCKT83, Cha99, CP11b, CP13, Che22, CRP13, CPB+23, Cot13, Cra02, CCP+11, DJ+18, Drä12, DTDd19, Eve05, EH11, For20, GCS+14, GS19, HKS08, HNO9, HK11, How17, HRC20, HLP11, Kab11, Kec10, KC14a, Kon04, LB12a, LLM+20, LBL+21, MB03, Mir14, MPV12, MCSRGB20, Mur05, Nie14, PL23, Pa115b, Par15a, PCAS09, PG20, PW18, RFGD08, RD03, Rup11, SVM+17, Sch08, Sch17b, Sha22b, Sha12, Shr01, Shr10, Shr12, Shr17a, Tro09, VVF13, Ven10, VL21, Bia94, Bos09, BCMR19, Car16, CLI11, CCP+11, Dem13, HKS08, Hor99, HYF22, Hos22a, Hu21, JWHT13, Riz12, Sch08, SS06, SS11, Ts14a, VP16, SS18b].

**analysts** [SS06, SS11, SA20, Sta05, Tei22, Tie09, Tsa13, Tsa14b, Tuk77, Tur12, VSO2, Ven04, Vie11, WWDS18, Will18, WD18, Will14b, Wun13, YCLL20, ZY19, dSBSvE23, Alb15, An006c, CH17, Lith11, Par15b, Lmi06, Will1a, An008, An010, An012a, Edd09a, Fri12, Har07, How16a, Liu16a, Lum08, O’B12a, Sta21, Suc07, dL05a].

**Application** [BFRP13, DCB+17, MH07, DH97].

**PPSP** [Ber10, Cap19, CsC08, Dom20, DMS14, Gep21, Har01, Joh09, Jon13, Lip21a, Lu07a, Mar12, Mii16, Nor14, O’B13, Pol13, Qia10a, dREP12, Rao14, Ros10b, Sch14, Sch17, Tro09, VVF13, Ven10, VL21, Bia94, Bos09, BCMR19, Car16, CLI11, CCP+11, Dem13, HKS08, Hor99, HYF22, Hos22a, Hu21, JWHT13, Riz12, Sch08, SS06, SS11, Ts14a, VP16, SS18b]. **Applied** [Abr97, Arg98, BPG07, BAI97, BG96, CP13, Cow03, Egy22, Fer02, Fon09, GF09, Hos22a, Jam96, KK99, KZ08, KM01, Lee21, Lu18, Mar07, Par06b, Sco13a, Unw12a, VR94, VR02, Wei14, WGE17, Yu12, Zie00, Zie01b, Zie04, CC08b, EH11, Foox2, PK12, RFGD08, Sch98, VR97, VR99, VR00a, DK09, Has18, Krä20, Par15a, PG20, Bra03, Cho22b, Den98, Eas03, Edd09b, Han98, Hart03, Hoe09, Hor18, Mye09, Oli17, Pal15b, Ros00, SL09, Sco09, Sha19, Zie16, Zha11]. **Applix** [Ano99]. **Applixware** [Ano99]. **apply** [HRC20, WPW15]. **Applying** [ZS17]. **Approach** [BBG16, Den98, EN11, FEM12, Gou10, Hub11, Lai17, Mar11, Non20, Oja10, RLWP16, RJJH14, Ros00, San10a, She09, SS19b, SCS13, BA97, CC08b, GB13, Gav10, Gav10].

- **Andrés** [Lip21c]. **Andrew** [Han13a, Han98, Mai10, Myel2a, Ng11, O’B09a, Pea21, Pea19, Rec19]. **Andrzej** [Mai14b]. **Andy** [Rec19, Uw13a].
- **Angewandte** [DK09]. **Angoff** [MF14]. **animals** [Cal06]. **Animation** [Xie13a].
- **NL2**, **SVC+19**. **Animated** [Xie13a]. **Animations** [Xie13a]. **anisotropic** [Alb19].
- **Anleitung** [Ano97]. **Anne** [Cox05, Dal98]. **Annie** [Cox05, Dal98].
- **ANOVA** [Ber10, Ros10b, BPSS09, DW17, Gu14, RV20]. **Antagonism** [BN10].
- **Anwendung** [Süs93]. **API** [Smi17].
- **app2web** [VVF13].
- **Appendix** [TRM16b].
- **Application** [BFRP13, DCB+17, MH07, DH97].
- **Applications** [BPSS09, Ber10, Cap19, CsC08, Dom20, DMS14, Gep21, Har01, Joh09, Jon13, Lip21a, Lu07a, Mar12, Mii16, Nor14, O’B13, Pol13, Qia10a, dREP12, Rao14, Ros10b, Sch14, Sch17a, Tro09, VVF13, Ven10, VL21, Bia94, Bos09, BCMR19, Car16, CLI11, CCP+11, Dem13, HKS08, Hor99, HYF22, Hos22a, Hu21, JWHT13, Riz12, Sch08, SS06, SS11, Ts14a, VP16, SS18b].
- **Applied** [Abr97, Arg98, BPG07, BAI97, BG96, CP13, Cow03, Egy22, Fer02, Fon09, GF09, Hos22a, Jam96, KK99, KZ08, KM01, Lee21, Lu18, Mar07, Par06b, Sco13a, Unw12a, VR94, VR02, Wei14, WGE17, Yu12, Zie00, Zie01b, Zie04, CC08b, EH11, Foox2, PK12, RFGD08, Sch98, VR97, VR99, VR00a, DK09, Has18, Krä20, Par15a, PG20, Bra03, Cho22b, Den98, Eas03, Edd09b, Han98, Hart03, Hoe09, Hor18, Mye09, Oli17, Pal15b, Ros00, SL09, Sco09, Sha19, Zie16, Zha11].
- **Applix** [Ano99]. **Applixware** [Ano99]. **apply** [HRC20, WPW15]. **Applying** [ZS17].
- **Approach** [BBG16, Den98, EN11, FEM12, Gou10, Hub11, Lai17, Mar11, Non20, Oja10, RLWP16, RJJH14, Ros00, San10a, She09, SS19b, SCS13, BA97, CC08b, GB13, Gav10].
Approaches [LZ10, PU13, Vis10, De 16].
approximant [LF15].
Approximate [Gra16, Ros08]. Approximation [HH14, LPLPD14, RRSPT12].
April [Ano95a, MN69]. Arbeiten [Ano97].
ARC [Ger94, Mat94]. ARC/INFO [Ger94, Mat94]. Archetypal [EL09].
Archimedean [HM11]. Archive [Hor12b, MCSAGB20, MCSGBSA20].
archivist [BK17]. area [GZ21a]. Areal [LRN18a].
augSIMEX [ZY19]. August [HI97]. Australian [SPP17]. Authoring [Mor18].
Automated [CdM10, Mun14a, Sek11, HCSH15, Se17, Iac15]. Automatic [GZ09, HK08, Tan18].
Automatically [HL09]. autoplotly [Tan18].
Autoregression [MZ08]. Autoregressive [ABC19, Lee13, LRN18a, Wan13, CRP13]. available [AFGH22].
Average [HPWD15, CRP13]. Averaging [ZF15].
Award [The99]. Azzalini [Den98, Ros00]. B [Abr97, Ano06a, Ano06c, Arg98, Dav95, Fer02, Few09, Jam96, Kim95, Yu12, Zie01b, Zie02b, Lip21b, Lip21c, The99].
Baron [Mai14a]. BARS [WLK08]. Base [Hel16, Rob22, Wei12, R D04]. Baseball [Bau14, Pal15a, MA14].
Based [AR14, AWBM18, ABGF17, BBG16, BBG12, Bra15, CQZ+10, Cul11, DCB+17, FHH17, Fui17, GFS14, HD12, HMR+13, Hub11, KK14, Lal17, LIL+15, LSPvdL17, LZHC17, LBC+16, Mel16, MVS13, NAA17, Oja10, RBHB15, RD04, SL09, San10a, SR18, Sha21a, SLS+12, TM05, TFR16, WMS17, WHK21, Wee10, AFG22, BCMR19, CPD+20, Cha99, De 16, ELS17, Fou09, GZ21b, HLT09, HBA19, HBSN14, HT19, HMR14, HRC20, KF10, KK22, LB21, LF15, MB03, NWH21, RRSPT12, SA15, SA20, WRV23, YCLL20, Zha11]. Basic [Aiz12, Fox05b, GK14, Lof21, PLR+16, Tol23].
Basic-Statistics [Fox05b]. Basics [Ano03c, Ano06d, Bar02, Bro07, Fie15, Fox05a, Mac98, Sis03, Zie98, Zie01c, KO97, KO00, Kra05, Liu16b, Kha16]. Basket- ball [ZMS21].
Basso [Ber10, Ros10b]. Batch [BLM+15, LBS17, Hof11].
Bos10, Bow09, Bow10, Bra03, Bro07, Bro10, 
Buc09, Bul06, Bur07, Bur09, Bur10, BL11, 
Cam09, Cap19, Cap22, Car10, Car16, 
Cha14a, Cha21, Chl07, Cho22a, 
Cho15, Cho09, Cho22b, Cho20, 
CH11b, Cow03, Cox05, Cur18, The99, Dal98, 
Das21, Dav95, Dav07, Dow03, Dem17, DN17, 
Dem18, Den98, Dia06, Dia18, Die21, 
Do06, Doe10, Dow17, Dre19, Dur14, Dur15, 
Eas03, Edd90c, Edd09a, Edd09b. Book 
Edd11, Edd12b, Edd12a, Edd18, Eme08, 
Esk21, Esp15, Eva11, Eva14, Efe02, Few09, 
Fin11, Fis06, Fle11, For07, Fox05a, 
Fri12, Fri11, Fus22, Gal17, Gep21, Gil14, 
Gle16a, GR18, Gou05, Gou10, Gre22, Grö11, 
Grö13, Grö15b, Grö15a, Grö16, Grö18a, 
Gro18c, Gro08, Gun06, Gut11, Hac17, 
Häg12, Han13b, Han13a, Han98, Har03, 
Har19, Har07, Has18, Hec07, Hel15, Hel16, 
Hel18, Hew05, Hew16, Hil06, Hil10, Hly09, 
Hoe09, Hof15, Hor12c, Hou07, How11, 
How16a, How16b, Hu09, Hu21, Hub11, 
Hüs18, IR12, Iac15, Jam96, Joh09, Joh20, 
Jon13, KK99, Kau13, Kel09, Kha16, Kha17, 
Kha18, Kim20b, Kim95, Kin20, Kie17, 
Ko95b, Ko95a, Kos15, Kos16, Krü20, Kuh10, 
Kum07, Kums03, Lal17, Lan17b, 
Law02, Laz11a, Laz11b]. Book 
Lee21, Len20, Le014, Lew16, Lha14, 
Liu1, Ligg9, Lip20a, Lip20b, Lip21a, Lip21b, 
Lip21c, Lip22, Liu15, Liu16a, Liu16b, Liu17, 
Liu18, Lor18, Lu18, Lu013, Lum01, Lum08, 
Lum02, Lum06, Lum07b, Lum07a, Lu09, 
Lüt11, Mac98, Mai06, Mai08, Mai09, Mai10, 
Mai11, Mai12, Mai14a, Mai14b, Mai21, 
Mai13, Mai21, Mai09, Man03, Mar11, Mar12, 
Mat13, Mat15, Mat16a, McG20, McN14, 
McN04, Mig10, Mil12, Mil10, Mor18, Mor03, 
Mor09, Mi116, Mun14b, Mun14, Mye09, 
Mye12b, Mye12a, Neu11, Neu12, Ngo06, 
Ngo9, Ng11, Nie11, Nie14, Nor08, Nor09, 
Nor14, Nor15, Num13, Num20, Num20, 
O’B08, O’B09c, O’B09a, O’B09b, O’B10, 
O’B12b, O’B12a, O’B13, O’B14, Oli07, 
Oli10b, Oli10a, Oli17, Oom10, Omm11, 
Otn17, Pal15a, Pan15, Par15b. Book 
Par15a, Pav16, PG20, Pel21, Pet02, Pet19, 
Pfa12, Pic09, Pic09, Plu01, Pod15, Pod18, 
Pod21, Pol09, Pol11a, Pol11c, Pol13, Put06, 
Qia10a, Rao14, Ree09, Rec18, Ric11, Rie19, 
Rip11, Rob12, Rob13, Rob19, Rob05, Rob07, 
Rob08, Rob09, Rob17, Ros09, Ros10b, 
Ros00, Rui16, Rui17, Rus15, SL09, Sab19, 
San10b, San10a, San11, San19, San03, 
SCH07, Sau10, Sau11, Sau21, Sch08, 
Sch09, Sco09, Sco10b, Sco10a, Sco11, Sco12, 
Sco13b, Sco13a, Sel17, Sen14, Sha16, Sha21a, 
Sha21b, Sha11, Sha19, Sha21c, Sha23a, 
Sha23b, She11, Sis03, Smi06, Soe10, Söl10, 
Sta21, Sta05, Sta07a, Sta07b, Ste11, Sto11, 
Str10, Suc07, Sun15, Sun16, Tat18, Til96, 
Tol23, Tol03, Tsa14a, Tu21, Tur12, Tus05, 
Ty07, Unw11, Unw12b, Unw12a. Book 
Unw13b, Unw13a, Uti05, VM09b, VM09a, 
Veh13, Ven10, Vey14, Vie11, VSS+17, VL21, 
Vis10, Voe09, Wan06, Wan16, Wan22, 
Wic08b, Wic08a, WG10, Will14a, Will11a, 
Woo01, Woo11, Woo98, Yal10, Yu12, Zie16, 
Zha11, Zie98, Zie99, Zie00, Zie01c, Zie01b, 
Zie01a, Zie02a, Zie02b, Zie04, Zie05, dL05b, 
dL05a, dL06, dL09a, dL09c, dL09b, Cra07, 
Cra12, Dav15, MN03, Laz11b, Lig09, Sta07a, 
Gil14, Sha23b. bookdown [Mor18]. Books 
[Mor18]. Boosting 
AGG13, CJM06, De 16, HRMS14. 
Bootstrap [DH97, HH14, Han13a, Mar12, 
OB13, VW13, VdL09, CL11, ZHL11]. bor 
[SD18]. Borcard [O’B12b]. Boundary 
[DLN17, HS18]. Bounds [Hla16]. Bouvier 
[AC04, Cox05, Dal98, Woo98]. Bowman 
[Den98, Ros00]. Box [SCH11, AGdSC20]. 
Bradley [Fir05, TF12]. BradleyTerry2 
[TF12]. Brain [RR11]. branch [GL15]. 
Braun [Hly09, Nor09]. Bretz 
[Che11, Dic12, Ric11]. Brian 
[An006b, Daw03, Kau13, Ko95a, Lun06, 
Pfa12, Til96, Unw12a, Zie02a]. Brief 
[Bec94, EB18, RL15, Edd21, FM18b]. brms
9

[Bür17]. Broken [Sha21c, Sha23a, GJK + 21].
Broman [Doe10]. Browser [BP17a]. Brq
[AA20]. Bruce [Han98, Lazu1a]. Bruno
[O’B12a]. BSP [Rob00]. bspmma [Bur12].

BugsXLA [Woo05]. Building
[BCHR15, CG15, HMS16, Kuh08, SSU14,
GZ21a, GZ21b, SMHBR06]. builds [Ano96].
built [FGG +94]. Bulut [Sab19]. Bundle
[Han05]. Bureau [SPPP17]. bursts
[DTDd19]. Burt [Utl05]. Burzykowski
[Oli17, Mai14b]. Business [RN17, Sco13a,
GF09, HTWT23, Par06b, PK12, Otn17].
Buyse [Oli17].

C [Ano99b, Cur18, Edd18, Has18, Rip11,
Sco12, Sco13b, Tol23, Woo01, Zie01a, Ano99,
BS13, EF11, ES14, EB18, EK12, GH18,
GHN19, GMF18, Lan09b, Mat16b, Mwi13b,
dVSWAL17, SCS13, Smi18, Sta08, Ste00,
Urb09, WLK08]. C- [BS13]. c-tree [Ano99].
C. [Ano99b]. C/C [Lan09b, dVSWAL17].
Caceres [Wan22]. Caching [Pen08, SNR18].
CADF [Lup09]. CInterprTools [Alb15].
Calculate [TR16, ZFZ10]. calculating
[Alb19]. Calculation [FW18]. Calculations
[LQC+12, PLZ+15, Spe13, LLM+20]. Call
[PLLC11]. Calling [But05]. Cambridge
[Bar95, Pod18]. Campagnoli
[Mig10, O’B10]. cancer [Hu21]. cancerclass
JKvT +14]. Candidate [AHV09].
Canonical [GDMB08, LM18, dLM09c].
Can’t [The99]. Capabilities [KK14].
Capability [SFS12]. Capture [BR07].
Capture-Recapture [BR07]. captured
[CBHLG21]. CARBayes [Lee13].
CARBayesST [LRN18a]. caret [Kuh08].
Carey [Doe06]. Carl [O’B09b]. Carlo
[Neu11, Rip11, Sco10a, CGC11, DK18, LT16,
MQP11, RC10, SP10, TT12]. CARMA
[IM15]. Carmona [Dia06, Zie05]. Carpal
[The99]. Carson [LB21]. Cartograms
[Pan18]. cartography [GL16b]. Case
[ADH11, Bra03, Buc09, Ess03, HSL11,
PD08, ZFZ10, BVFB19, Har03, HBNS14,
KM01, TNM17]. Case-Control
[HSL11, ZFZ10, HBS14]. Casella
[Rip11, Neu11, Sco10a]. Cat5 [Ano99].

Catastrophe [GvdMW09]. Categorical
[Agr13, Agr16, BPP17, BL15, FM16, GT10,
Liu16a, MH18, Mel16, Par15b, PU13].
Categorization [HMR+13]. catR [MR12].
Causal [HPWdL15, KMC+12, RJH14,
SH17, SvdLN17, TYH+14, Shi16, SMM+22].
Cause [Shi16]. CCA [GDMB08]. CDF
[SS19a]. CDF-Quantile [SS19a].
cdfquantreg [SS19a]. CDM [GRK+16].
CDVine [BS13]. Cell [BFRP13, OSH+21].
Censored
[AB17a, FS10a, OL17, TGG17, Kom09].
Census [Ahn10, Snu17]. Center
[IEE93, IEE94]. centered [JPO12].
Central [Phi10]. centric [SKD22].
CGwithR [Fir03]. Chain [Mqp11, VV16].
Chained [vBGO11]. Chains [Sch16].
challenges [TLH11]. Chambers
[Ano09d, Kle17, Phu01, Rob17, Oli10b].
Chan [Joh09, Qia10a]. Chang
[Hu09, Kel10, O’Bo]. Change
[EE07, JM15, ZLHK02, RHW21, XYC22].
Changepoint [KE14, AC+16, KE14].
channel [DTDd19]. Chapman
[Ben21, Die21, Esk21, Fus22, Gle16a, Gro16,
Hac17, Has18, Hou07, Joh09, Keh10, Kha16,
Kle17, Lee21, Len20, Lip20a, Lip20b, Lip21b,
Lip21c, Liu18, Lum08, Oli17, Orm17,
Par15b, Feb21, Pod21, Put06, Rao14, Ree19,
Rob17, Rtn15, Sab19, Sha23a, Sha23b,
Sta05, Til96, Tu21, Vie11, Wan22, Cho22a].
Characteristics [GG16].
Characterization [BLY18]. Characterize
[MTP15]. Chart [ZP13]. Charts
[Anh18, KK21]. Chaudhary
[Ano08, Lum08]. checkr [Tho18]. Chemical
[Guh07]. Chen [Num13, Par15a]. Chernick
[Mar12, O’B13]. Chester [Fus22, Lip20b].
chi [CM14]. chi-square [CM14].
Chichester [Hei15, Iac15]. CHICOM
[GHN19]. Chihara [Sco12]. Childs [Ree19].
[LA19, ZHL11, GHN19, Han13a].
Comparison [Lan95, OL17, Sch14, TM15, De 16, FBB20, Las97]. Comparisons [BHW11, Che11, Dic12, HD12, KPSH15, MVS13, Ric11]. Competing [BAS12, MN17, SZ11, dWF11, BVFB19, Mal13].
FDGD16, Few09, Fle11, FM18a, FK17, Fri12, Fri11, FM16, Fuj17, GASA15, GP12, Ger20, GKK16, GGA10, GCA12, Gos11, Gro15a, Gró18a, Gro08, HD10, HD18, HBBP18, Har19, HM18, Hec07, HH15, HH19a, Hill14, HC05, Hoe09, HJ17, HK15, IP08, Iac15, IG96, Iri19, Ik120).

Data [Jac11, Jal19, JM15, JKvT14, JD15, Jon13, Kee18, KHR21, KSS+07, KH10, KI14, Kos16, Kuh10, Kus03, Kut13, LRRTA12, Lei10, LSPvdL17, Lep14, LM03, LZ10, Lip20a, Lip20b, Lip21c, Liu16a, Liu17, Liu18, LT19, MB03, Mai08, Mai14a, MBGK18, MC89, MBM18, Mat16b, MH18, MCM12, Mill17a, Mil17b, MP12, MieUÁC10, MN14, Mun14a, Mun14b, Mur03, Mwi13a, NGBK12, NL12, Nor08, Nor15, NRD16, Num13, Nun20, OBI2a, OLI10b, OL17, Pal15a, PA17, Par15b, Pav16, Peb17, Pen17, Pie15, PU13, Pla12, Pla19, Pla01, Pol11c, Pri05b, RDI1a, RDI1c, Rah17, RHG90, Ree18, Rie19, Riz10, Riz16, RNM12, Ros00, SP14a, Sav16, SZ11, Sch16, SCK85, SOD13, Sch17c, Scolob, Sco13a, Sel17, Sha16, Sha21a, She11, Sho18, SS19b, SS92, SR16, SCS13].
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R [SKW17, Ste23, Ste09, SKZ05, SM07, SLG05, Su07, SGYH11, SR17, SSV14, ST10, TP11, TW11, Tae14, TMCE22, Tak12, TM15, Tan18, TKM06, TMW18, TRM16a, Tat18, Tav17, TV11, TDRD13, TDRD15,
TB17, Tee11, Tee22, TN22, TKM16, TMK15, TMKD17, TMI16, Ten18, TM05, TLH11, TFI12, Thi14, TFR16, Thi18, TD07, TR14, TT21, Tho18, TR109, TRL09, TPAM07, TYY14, TN17, Tou15, TJG17, Tro09, Tsa13, Tsa14b, TGN16, Tiy18, Tln18, Kim20b, Kra20, Kuh10, Kum10, Lab12, Laz11a, Lee21, Len20, Lep14, Lli11, Lip20a, Lip21a, Lip21b, Liu16b, Liu19, Lum09, Liu11, Mai09, Mai10, Mai11, Mai14b, Mai21, Mar11, Mar12, Mat16a, Mig10, Mil12, Mil17a, Mor09, Mye09, Mye12b, Mye12a, Neu11, Ng06, Ng09, Ngl09, Nor09, Nor14, Num13, Num20, Num20, O'B09, O'B09c. R [O'B09a, O'B09b, O'B10, O'B12b, O'B12a, O'B13, O'B14, Oli07, Oli10b, Oli10a, Oli17, PG20, Pet19, Pfa12, Pic09, Pod18, Pod21, Pol11a, Put06, Qia10a, Ree18, Ric11, Rie19, Rip11, Rob12, Rob05, Rob07, Rob17, Ros10b, Sab19, Sàn19, San03, Sau10, Sau12, Sco09, Sco10a, Sco11, Sco12, Sco13b, Sco13a, Sen14, Sha21c, Sha23a, Só10, Sta21, Sta07b, Sue07, Tol23, Tsa14a, Tu21, Unw11, Unw12a, Unw13a, Ven10, Vie11, Wil14a, Wua11, Yu12, Zel16, AC07, Ano09c, Arm19, Bar18, Bat04, Beb13, Ber09, Bow09, Bro10, Bul06, Cap22, Cha21, Cho22a, Cho15, Chr09, CH11b, Dem18, Dia18, Die21, Dow17, Dre19, Dur15, Edd09c, Edd09b, Edd11, Edd12b, Edd12a, Eva11, Fie11, Fri12, Gep21, Gol11, Gou10, Grö11].

R [Grö18a, Gro08, Gun06, Har07, Hel16, Hii06, Hii10, How11, How16a, Jih09, Jon13, Kha18, Kos16, Leo10, Lew16, Lha14, Lip21e, Lii15, Lii16a, Lud13, Lum07b, Mai06, Mai12, Mal13, Mal09, Mat15, Mil10, Mil17b, Mun14b, Nie11, Nie14, Nor15, Oom10, Pal15b, Pal15a, Pan15, Pav16, Pie09, Pod15, Ree09, Rob13, Rob19, Rob22, Rob09, Rui16, Rus15, San10b, San11, Sau11, Sau21, Sco10b, Sha16, Sha21b, Sha11, Sha19, She11, Sco10, Str10, Sun15, Sun16, Tus05, Tyl07, Unw12b, Unw13b, VSS17, VL21, Voe09, Wic09, Wic08a, WG10, Yal10, dL05b, dL06, dL09a, dL09c, dL09b].


R-packages [De 16]. R-php [MP06]. R-Software [ZS17]. R-Squared [Rec10]. R/MATLAB
VFV13. R/PY [AVS20].
R/PY-SUMMA [AVS20]. R/Python [AVS20]. R/qt [BS09, Bro14, Doe10]. R/S [Pol09, Goo05, Har06, Rom07]. R/S-PLUS [Pol09, Goo05, Har06, Rom07]. R2 [Grö15a].
R2GUESS [LBC+16]. R2MLwiN [ZPC+16]. R2WinBUGS [SLG05]. Rabe [Daw03, Zie02b]. Rabe-Hesketh [Daw03, Zie02b]. Radiation [Lam12].
RandomFields [SMM+15].
Rattle [Sau12, Mwi13a, Will11b].
reemap [Pan18]. record [IEE93, IEE94]. Recording [BK17]. Records [SD18].
Recovering [PLR+16]. recruitment [Cad13]. Rectangular [Pan18]. reduce [WPW15]. Reduction [AR14, Wei02].
Reference [R D11b, Cad13, R D04, WML14]. referenced [FBC07]. References [Cur18, McL17]. RefManageR [McL17].
Regression [AB17a, AC04, Ano09b, Bar18, BFRP13, BdMM15, Bon18, BKL05, Car13, CC11, CNZ10, Dal98, DLN17, DLM06, DM18, DPH18, Eyl22, Far06, Far16, FM19, Gal17, GKW16, Gou10, Gra07, GZP14, GZK12, Har01, HM18, HB92, Hew05, KN05, KL14, KV13, Lee21, Lei04, LM14b, Lip22, LBC+16, LHA+15, Mar11, MW07, Mi16, Num20, O’B09b, RBHB15, She09, SS19a, SM21, Sta08, TFR16, TR14, TGJ17, UAK+15, VKVC15, WMS17, WLK08, Wan06, Wei02, WMR16, Woo98, XWH15, ZLHK02, ZKJ08, ZQS16, dL09a, AA20, AFM22, BH94, CCJMR16, Cox05, De 16, Fox02, H022b, H+96, HBP04, MPV12, Orm17, Par06b, PCAS09, RS08, Rit09, Ros09, SMHB06, TKM16, VP16, Wei14, Grö16, Zie04, Cow03].
Regression-Based [WMS17].
Regularized [FHH17]. Reinsenburg [DO94]. Relational [But08, MC97]. relationships [PSZ17]. Relative
Woo11, Woo98, Zie98, Zie01c, Zie01a, Zie02a, Zie02b, Zie04, dL05a, Cun12, Ano95b, Ano96, Ano97, Ano98, BC81, BC84a, BC84b, BC85a, BC85b, BC88, Bect94, Beh04, Beh05, BH94, BA97, BG96, BHS00, But05, Cal95, Can04, CHT98, Car04, Cha86, CH92, CH93, Cha95, Cha98, Cha20, Cha99, Con03, Cra02, CN97, The99, Dia05, Eve94, ERH01].

S [Eve02, Eve05, FGG94, Fox02, Gen98, Ger94, GZ11, Gru95, Hal93, Har91, HB92, HH04, HC05, H+96, HBPJ04, KVCS98, KS+00, Kon04, KO97, KO00, KM01, Kra05, Ku03, Lan95, Las97, Lo93, Lo94, Lub91, Man03, M JR93, MC97, Mat85, Sta92a, Sta92b, Sta93a, Sta93c, Sta93g, Sta93e, Sta93h, Sta93j, Mat94, Mat98, Mil98, Mil00, MN01, Mil02, NS94, OS95, PB00, Pri05b, Röh00, RD92, RD93, SM05, SCK95, SA01, Sel98, SS92, SP05, Spe94, Sta93b, Sta93d, Sta93f, Sta93i, Sta93k, Sta95c, Sta95d, Sta95e, Sta95g, Sta95f, Ste00, SHR97, Si93s, VR94, VR97, VR99, VR00a, VR00b, VR02, WLK08, Wie04, Yan95, YWL02, ZW03, Zv05, Ab97, An003a, An003c, An003b, An006d, Arg98, Bar02, Bra03, Bro07, Bur07].

S [Dav95, Dav03, Dia06, Eas03, Fer02, Fis06, Fot07, Han98, Har03, Jan96, Kim95, Ko95b, Ko95a, K um07, K us03, Law02, L um01, Mac98, McN04, MN03, Mor03, Pet02, Si03, Ti196, To03, W001, Zie98, Zie99, Zie00, Zie01c, Zie01b, Zie01a, Zie02a, Zie02b, Zie05, An003b, Bra03, Bur07, Dav95, Dia06, Har03, Kim95, Ko95b, Ko95a, K um07, K us03, Law02, L um01, Mac98, McN04, MN03, Mor03, Pet02, Si03, Ti196, To03, W001, Zie98, Zie99, Zie00, Zie01c, Zie01a, Zie02a, Zie02b, Zie05, KK99, Lum02].

S-language [Roh00].

S-PLUS [AC04, An099, Cov03, Hew05, Pol09, SCD07, Sta99, Si93s, Ut05, W098, Zie04, dL05a, An006c, Cox05, Da98, Den98, Fox05a, Kra97, Ros00, Ano95b, Ano97, Ano98, Beh04, Beh05, BH94, But05, Can04, Car04, Cha99, Con03, Eve94, ERH01, Eve02, Eve05, FGG+94, Gen98, Ger94, GZ11, Go06, Gru95, Hal93, Har06, HCO5, H+96, HBPJ04, Kon04, Ku03, Lan95, M JR93, MC97, Mat85, Sta92a, Sta92b, Sta93a, Sta93c, Sta93g, Sta93c, Sta93h, Sta93j, Mat94, Mil98, Mil02, PB00, SM05, SP05, Sta93b, Sta93d, Sta93f, Sta93i, Sta93k, Sta95c, Sta95d, Sta95e, Sta95g, Sta95f, SHR97, VR94, VR99, VR00a, Ano96, BA97, BG96, BHS00, Cra02, CN97, Dia05, Fox02, KO97, KO00, KM01, Kra05, Las97, Lo93, Lo94, Man03, Mat98, Mil00].

S-Plus [MN01, OS95, Pri05b, Rom07, RD92, RD93, SCK95, Sel98, Spe94, Sta95a, VR97, Wie04, ZW03, Ziv05, HH04, SA01, Yan95, YWL02, Abr97, Ano03c, Ano06d, Arg98, Bar02, Bro07, Dav03, Eas03, Fer02, Fis06, Fot07, Han98, Jam96, K um07, K us03, Lum01, Mac98, Si903, Zie98, Zie01c, Zie01b, Zie01a, Zie02a, Zie02b, Zie05, Ano03b, Bra03, Bur07, Dav95, Dia06, Har03, Kim95, Ko95b, Ko95a, Ko95a, K um07, K us03, Law02, L um01, Mac98, McN04, MN03, Mor03, Pet02, Si03, Ti196, To03, W001, Zie98, Zie99, Zie00, KK99, Lum02].

S-Plus(R) [Lun06, An003a].

S. [Car10, Doe06, Doe10, Fin11, Joh09, Zha11].

S4 [KSHZ04, KR10].

SAEM [CLL17].

Saenix [CLL17].

Sahu [Sha23a].

Salmaso [Ber10, Ros10b].

Sample [LQC+12, MV513, PLRC10, Sta08, WMR16, WM18, CLK21, RK20].

Sampler [MHS16].

samples [CBHLG21].

Sampling [Bar14, CC11, Cho22a, GKZ16, Han07a, Kie08, Laz11a, PG15, VSV09, KK22, KK21, ST10].

SamplingStrata [Bar14].

Sandboxing [Oom13].

Sanon [KK15].

Sarkar [Kuh10, Nor08].

SAS [An08, An09c, GL14, Ho09, Ke10, L um08, Mai12, O'B08, Ol17, Ree09, Rob09, Sau11, Sta21, Ve09, BVBF19, BMGT15, Cha08b, HH04, KH10, Liu17, Mue09, Pri05b, Rec10, SMHBR06, SC07, Sho18, Tae14, TR14, TPAM07, Wei12, Ut105, O001, O010, Ste11, Tur12].

Satellite [MCAP19].

Saunders [BPL09].

SAVE [PPGD15].

Saveliev [Oli10a, Sch09].

Sawitzki [Mill12, Boo10].

Say [The99].

Scalable [CQ95, LM14a, NL12].

Scale [CB17, CFHK11, Gra16, SR07, vdA07, vdA12, GDBK+21, SNR18, ZMV+18].
Scales [PLR+16, BSG20]. Scaling [KM08, MdL10, PLLC11, ÜKÖD09, dLM09a, dLM09b]. Scatterplot3d [LM03]. sdbursts [DTPD19]. Schemes [DTPD15]. Schloss [DO94]. Schumacker [Mor03]. Science [BB18, Ben21, Blo14, Cap19, Cha15b, Das21, Don17, Dow17, Dur15, DGP08, Edl18, Iri19, IK20, Lip20a, Lip20b, Lip21c, Liu18, Mat16b, Mi17a, Mi17b, Pen17, Rao14, Rie19, SO13, Str10, UC21, Ali86, BKH17, BCMR19, Cha20, Che22, Fus22, Hor09, Mi15a, Pie15, Sän19, Sha22a, Sha22b, Vin10, WG17, ZM14, HBA19, HJ17, RL15].

Sciences [All86, DK09, Mun14b, SVMMRP17, Gua13, NL14]. Scientific [DN17, HI97, Hil10, Ng11, O'B09a, Sco11, JMR14, Kut13, OJMR09]. Scientist [Gro18a]. scientists [Hos22a, Ohr14]. Scope [GI00]. Score [Alb16, ABC19, HP09, Sek11, dSJdSF14, PCAS09]. scores [Gas18]. Scraping [Iac15, Mun14a, Sel17, KF17]. Screen [ALE10, ARC04, BS16]. Searching [GFC12]. SEATS [SE18]. Seattle [JEE94]. Sébastien [Ma11]. SEC [LPR21]. Second [Dur14, Hac17, Has18, Mai12, Unw12b, VM09b, AC04, Gil14, Orn17, Tsa14a]. Security [KSC+00, Oom13]. Segmentation [BLY18, TNM17]. Segmented [Mug10]. Select [CC08a]. Selecting [LRRÁCSGS14, Wil12]. Selection [CdM10, DK18, HPWdL15, HMS16, LAF17, LBC16, ND2, Sch11, SR18, TMW18, WF12, WMR16, Kom09, MUM16, PFT12, WM18, XL19]. Selectiongain [MUM16]. Selvin [Zie00]. semantics [GJK+21]. Semi [Cu11, JHQ+11, KL14, KSP15, LIL15, OH11, SP14a, BBN10]. Semi-Markov [KSP15]. Semi-Parametric [Cu11, LIL15]. SemiMarkov [KSP15]. Semiparametric [Bur12, Gra07, Num20]. SemiParSampleSel [WMR16]. Sen [Doc10]. Sensing [Gos11]. Sensitivity [GT10, SP10, HRC20]. September [Bia94]. seqHMM [HH19a]. seqtest [Yan17]. Sequence [HH19a, MB15, VV16, TNM17]. Sequences [GRMS11, GR16, Mel16, OH11]. Sequential [BVFB19, CC11, GG16, IDE15, CF14, Was15, Yan17]. Sergio [Tu21]. Serial [BDMP15]. Serialization [ESO16]. seriation [HHB08]. Series [All11b, Ano03a, Ano10, Bos10, Bra15, Bur07, Car16, CM09, CsC08, DMS14, Edd09a, Fis06, Fot07, Gut11, Hac17, Har07, Has18, HK08, Joh09, Kni16, Kna17, Knu07, Lau18, Li11, LFF17, Lor18, Lu18, Lun07a, Lüt11, Mai10, MCA19, MYK07, McN04, MV14, Mun20, Oli17, Pod15, Pol13, Qia10a, Rao14, San10b, San11, SCD07, SS19b, Tob03, VdL09, WGE17, ZML16, Amo21, BS16, Bos09, CCP11, ELs17, NKHZ21, Nie11, Per14, Pfa06, Pfa08a, FLM12, Sch08, SS06, SS11, Tsa10, Tsa14b, WZ03, Ziv05, ZM09, Bos09]. Series-Theory [Ra14]. Server [An099, MC97, Kor18]. Services [Kra95, Aji17, Fri16]. Set [CGBN14, HW07, IRCA21, LPLPD14, dLM09, KK21]. Sets [BDdM11, MH09]. Seventeenth [All86]. several [TPAM07]. shadows [GDBK+21]. Shaken [GKZ12]. Shape [LPLPD14, SR07]. Shaped [PG15]. shapes [Ros08]. sharing [KKEM15]. Shelter [Mar11]. Shelter [Kem20b]. Shi [CCP11]. shifted [TN22]. shiny [LB21, Sha21a]. Shkedgy [Oli17]. Short [Bat08a, Bat08b, The99, Häg12, Han13b, Han13a, Kau13, Lu09, Mai08, Mai09, Mai10, Mai11, Mai12, Nor08, Nor09, Num13, O'B08, O'B09c, O'B09a, O'B09b, O'B10, O'B12b, O'B12a, O'B13, Pol11c, Pol13, Ric11, Rob12, Ros10b, Sco09, Sco10b, Sco10a, Sco12, Sco13b, Sco13a, Sta07a, Unw11, Unw12b,
Statistical
[Xie13a, Zha11, Zie02a, dL06, Ano13, BNB96, BNB07, BNB08, Bos12, BM07, BM16, BM21, D20, ELS17, FGZ14, Ger94, HLT09, HK11, JWHT13, JP06, KD11, LS05, Mat94, Mil92, NWH21, PCAS09, Roh00, SA01, Sta09, Tan18, Til96, Tur12, WML14, AC04, Ano03b, Buc09, Cap22, Cox05, Dal98, Dia06, Esp15, Fie22, Gre22, Hewt05, Hwu12, Kus03, Lal17, Len20, Lip20b, Mal21, Nor15, Rui17, Sco13b, Sha16, Ut05, Woo98, Zie05, dL09c].

Statistically [LAF +17, MZ18].

Statistician [IDE15].

Statistics [Abr97, Ano09a, Arg98, Bat04, Bat08b, Boo10, BHH05, Bra03, BL11, CC08b, Cra05, Cra15, Dal02, Dal08, Dem06, Do94, DK09, Drä12, Eas03, Ed09c, Fer02, Fie15, Fin11, Fle11, Fox05b, Fri16, Fri11, Gep21, Har06, HH18, HH19b, HBQ04, Jam96, KK99, Kee18, Kra16, Kra95, Kur19, Law02, Lew16, Lip21a, Liu15, Liu16b, LT19, Lu18, Lub91, Lum01, Mæ07, MJP93, MB15, Mar07, MN03, Mor09, Muls15, Ng09, O'Bo9c, Peh21, Pet02, Pol09, Qia10b, Rky11, Reel18, Ruf09, Rup04, Rup11, San03, Sco10b, Sco12, Sta97a, Sta98a, Unw11, Unw13a, VM09b, VR94, VR02, WF12, WG10, WZMC19, Wuo11, Zei16, Zee01b, ATYK20, All86, Bak13, Bos09, CH11a, Cggh12a, Dav15, Dëv09, FMF12, Goo05, Goo13, Har03, Hee15, HN09, Hel15].

Statistics [Hos22a, Kec10, Kraü20, KM01, Lof21, Mil12, MN01, Pan15, Pet19, PNR13, Pie09, Qia16, Rec19, RFGD08, Rom07, RAM05, Sav09, Sha22b, Sha12, TRM16a, To23, UMAM08, VR97, VR99, VR00a, Ver05, Ver14, Vie11, MN03, Ano06c, Smi06, Unw13b, Hou07, Aji17, Ano12b, Gou05, Hel15, Mil10, Ng06, Tsa14a, Veh13, Wan16].


Steves [S610, Hor12c]. Stirred [GKZ12]. StMoMo [VKM18]. Stochastic [BPSS09, Ber10, Buc09, Cam09, CC08a, CJM06, Iac08, Kas16, Kor22, Lu09, MJHS16, PK08, Ros10b, SKS15, SS15, Sto11, VMK18, HF07, Sha23b].


Streibig [Ano09b, O'Bo9b]. strict [GJK*21]. string [NP17]. struchange [ZHDK02]. Structural [BKL05, Obe14, PT09, QZLP21, Ros12, ZLHK02, Shi16, Tu21].

Structured [UAK*15, Jon07]. Stuart [O'Bo9a].

Student [Kan13, Mat13, Mur14, Den13, AHvD09, HJM08]. Student- [AHvD09].

Students [Ald20, GL14, Joc14]. Studies [ADH11, BPB09, Bra03, Eas03, Esp15, Fou09, HSL11, IDE15, KWE*17, KF14, LT16, MF15, NAA17, PC11, Ros10a, SvdLN17, ZFZ10, AY22, FBB20, Har03, HBNS14, HT19, KM01, Lon15, SOD*16, Sha21d, Wan22, Zha11, SL09].

Studio [Gan15b, McG20].

Study [Buc09, HMI16, MCM12, PD08, BVFB19, GDBK*21, JLV14, YS13, ZGS*18].

Studying [PG15]. Stuttgart [BB12]. Style [GHG19, JPOJ12]. Styling [St23].

Subroutines [BC76, BC77, Las97].

subsequence [BS16]. Subset [MZ08].

Subsets [LAF*17]. Subspace [TKM16].

Suess [Laz11a]. Sufficient [AR14]. Suffix [GR16].

Suite [Alm10, LH14, Sha21c, Sha23a]. Sujit

Things [HHB08]. Third [Pol13, Rec19]. Thomas [Par15b, His18]. Thorn [Hac17, Häg12, Neu12]. Threaded [Tem97]. Three-Way [GKD14, LX12, RV20]. Three-Way [GKD14]. threg [XWHL15]. Threshold [HS18, MMB15, PJSPC17, XWHL15]. Thresholding [JS05, K006]. ThresholdROC [PJSPC17]. Throughput [PSS +17]. Tian [Cho20]. Tibshirani [Nor14]. Tidy [Mil17b, SR16, FM18b, WG17]. tidytext [SR16]. TIFF [NPP18]. Tiles [LR15]. Tilman [Ano16]. Tim [Sco12]. Time [All11b, Ano03a, Ano10, BL14a, Bos10, Bra15, BHS00, Bur07, CHT98, Car16, CKY14, CS12, CM09, CsC08, DMS14, Ed09a, Fis06, Fot07, G09, GT10, Har10, Har07, Has18, HK12, Hal08, Jar19, Jon13, Kas16, Kha17, KSS +07, Kum07, Lau18, Li11, LFF17, Lor18, Lu18, Lüt11, Mai10, MCA19, MK07, McN04, MV14, Pod15, Rao14, RG07, Riz10, Riz16, San10b, San11, SCD07, Sav16, S06, SS11, SS19b, TR14, Tol03, VdL09, Wan13, WGE17, ZML16, Am021, BS16, DCCMCP20, ELS17, He12, LS16, KN12, Nie11, Per14, Pf06, Pf08a, PMLM23, Riz12, RSRPTR12, Sta05, Ts10, Ts14b, ZW03, Ziv05, ZM09, CCP +11, Sch08, Bos09, Joh09, Lu07a, Num20, Pol13, Qia10a].

time-dependent [DCMCPF20].

time-frequency [CHT98]. Time-Indexed [Sav16].

Time-Intensity [RGO7].


timereg [SZ11].


Tolerance [You10, FBB20, You10]. tolerate [FBB20]. Tomasz [Mai14b, Oli17]. Tone [LA19]. Tool [LT16, Cal06, MS23, Wil12].

Toolbox [HBQ04]. Toolkit [LL10, Lan18].

Tools [AC04, AGM07, D19, Fu17, He05, Lan14b, LBS17, MP15, OS95, PJSPC17, RG07, W09, Bor16a, Cox05, H +96, HBPJ04, Sha22b]. Topic [GH11].

topicmodels [GH11]. topological [WWDS18]. Torsten [Che11, Pra12, Ric11, Wt12a]. Torster [An06b].

Tone [LA19]. Tool [LT16, Cal06, MS23, Wil12].

Toolbox [HBQ04]. Toolkit [LL10, Lan18].

Tools [AC04, AGM07, D19, Fu17, He05, Lan14b, LBS17, MP15, OS95, PJSPC17, RG07, W09, Bor16a, Cox05, H +96, HBPJ04, Sha22b]. Topic [GH11].

topicmodels [GH11]. topological [WWDS18]. Torsten [Che11, Pra12, Ric11, Wt12a]. Torster [An06b].

Tone [LA19]. Tool [LT16, Cal06, MS23, Wil12].

Toolbox [HBQ04]. Toolkit [LL10, Lan18].

Tools [AC04, AGM07, D19, Fu17, He05, Lan14b, LBS17, MP15, OS95, PJSPC17, RG07, W09, Bor16a, Cox05, H +96, HBPJ04, Sha22b]. Topic [GH11].

topicmodels [GH11]. topological [WWDS18]. Torsten [Che11, Pra12, Ric11, Wt12a]. Torster [An06b].

Tone [LA19]. Tool [LT16, Cal06, MS23, Wil12].

Toolbox [HBQ04]. Toolkit [LL10, Lan18].

Tools [AC04, AGM07, D19, Fu17, He05, Lan14b, LBS17, MP15, OS95, PJSPC17, RG07, W09, Bor16a, Cox05, H +96, HBPJ04, Sha22b]. Topic [GH11].
[QZLP21, TR14, Ay22, EKP+11, FBB20, HT19, HMRS14, SMM+22]. Twin [Sch17c].
Two [DHF15, HSL11, LA19, Lub91, MMB15, Meu13, MVS13, MBR11, RV20, Rec10, RGD12, KK22, PMLM23]. Two-
[RV20]. Two-Level [Rec10]. Two-Mode [Meu13].
Two-Sample [MVS13]. Two-Stage [MMB15, KK22]. Two-Way [Meu13].
Two-Zone [MBR11]. Type
[FO15, FM18a, MBT+20]. TYPEical [MbT+20]. Types [RG07, TGKV20].
U [Cur18]. UK [Plu01]. U.S. [LPR21].
uFTIR [CBHLG21]. Ugarte
[Bat08b, Ng09]. Uhlenbeck [Bl13]. UK
[Rao14, Smi17]. UKCensusAPI [Smi17].
UK£ [Cur18]. Ultrahigh [SF18].
Ultrahigh-Dimensional [SF18]. Unbiased
[PG15, KK22]. Uncertain [BSVT12].
Uncertainty [SS15, Cad13]. Unconstrained [LC10]. Understanding
[Kur19, SA01, Vid22, hos22a, LUN02, Mor03].
Unfolding [LBW18]. Unified
[BBG16, Hau07b, Lal17, SyC08]. uniform
[Dev86, Fog17, OOMS18]. Unifying [NV11].
Unit [LRN18a, LBC+16, Lup09].
Unit-Based [LBC+16]. United [BL14b].
Univariate
[FBC07, Sha22b, GS19, Hos22a, LF15, RK20]. Universal [MC97].
University [Pod18, Rec19, MN09]. UNIX
[KVCS98, Mil98, Mil00]. Unknown [VV16].
Unleashing [LR15]. unmarked [FC11].
Unsupervised [AVS20, LL+15]. untb
[Han07b]. unweighted [GH18, GHN19].
Urdinez [Lip21c]. Urn [Han07a]. USA
[Tn21, Mil15b]. UScensus2000 [Ahn10].
USD
[Gle16a, Grö15a, Grö16, Hel15, How16b, Kha16, Mat15, Mat16a, Rus15, Zei16]. Use
[HBQ04, SA15, Spa17, VYD+12, Cal06, Fil08, GV19]. Useful [RG07, Cad13]. User
[AB12, Fox05b, HL09, KVCS98, LL10, Mat85, Sta92b, Sta93j, Mat16a, Mil00,
RFKM12, SLS+12, Sta93k, Sta95e, Sta97c, Sta98b, VML12, WLH+18, Mil08, Mil02,
OS95, Shi16, Sta95f]. Users [LA19, NV11, WDT+12, Mue09, MH10, NPP18, Tav17,
Ano09c, Gol11, Mai12, Rec09, Snu11, Voe09]. Using
[All11b, Ano06b, Ano06a, Ano12b, Ano13, Arm19, BS15, Bar18, BFRP13, BB12,
BLM+15, Blo14, BPGC14, Bos12, BCAB07, BHW11, Bür17, Cap19, CG15, Car13, CP11a,
Cha08b, CP12, Che11, CGC11, Cic15, CLL17, Dav95, DHM11, Dav07, Daw03, DN17,
DB18, Dic12, Doe06, DM18, Dre19, DPHS18, Eas03, EJ13, Esp15, Eva11, EH06, FDGD16,
Fie12, GKD14, GLC+15, Grö10, Grö15b, Gut11, HD18, Han13a, HB92, Hel15, Hil06,
Hil10, HK11, HK15, How16b, Hu09, IDE15, KMC+12, Kas16, Kha17, Kim95, KF14,
Ko95a, KY10, Kuh08, Kus03, LPLPD14, LW16, LRN18a, Lei10, Len09, LB12b,
LHA+15, Lu18, LUN02, LUN07b, Mai11, Mai14b, MMB15, MB15, Mar07, MBM18,
MS11, Mil15b, MP06, MTVdM15, Mor03, Ng06, Ng11, Nun13, Nun020, O’Bo8, O’Bo9a].
Using [Oom13, Otn17, PB15, Pla12, Pla19, QZLP21, RH02, RG96, Rec10, Ric11,
RS05, Riz16, RMG12, Sab19, San10a, San11, SIR+11, SZ11, SCK95, Sco11, Sco13a, She11,
SS19b, SS92, SR16, SP10, Str10, SM07, TV11, TKM15, TM05, TR14, Tyn16,
Unw13a, Veh13, Ver05, Ver14, Wec10, Wie04, Wil14a, Wol94, Wol99, XMW10, Ya10,
ZQS16, Zet00, Zet02a, Zet02b, ZML16, dLM09b, dLM09c, Aji17, Ano03b, Ay22,
Asq14, Bas18, Beh12, BC11, CP11b, Cra02, Cra05, Cra15, Dan18, Döv09, Dia18,
DJS+18, Drä12, Er12, Eve94, ERF01, Eve02, FMF12, Fin14, Fir03, FBRNG21, For20,
Fri16, G2Z1a, GB13, GSB19, GIIH+05, Gle16b, GL15, Har03, HCSH15, HT19,
HMRS14, Hu21, HLP11, JMR14, KEL10, KK22, KM01, Lab12, Lon15, Mâc07, MB03].
using [Man03, MC18, Mir14, NWH21, OOSM18, OS+21, OJMR09, PH16,
PFT^+12, PK12, RN17, RKY11, Rob09, SMHBR06, SA01, Sel98, Sha22b, Sha21c, SWCP20, SMM^+18, Sta05, Tak12, TPAM07, Til96, TMN17, Tu21, Tur18, Val09, Vin08, Vin10, WTB^+15, XYC22, Yan95, ZMV^+18, ZHL11, ZM09, Ano06c, Gou05, Gro15a, Hou07, Kos15, Pol11c, Smi06, Wan16.

Usual [PZK^+12]. Utilities [Den16, OS95].


Validating [CAA15]. Validation [BPDD08, CH18, JKV^+14, KO06, Yan95].

Validante [Lab12]. Value [CNA16, GK16, HS18, MMB15, BFA14].

Values [MF15]. Variate [Dev86]. Variations [Bor16b]. vars [Pfa08b]. Varying [RC17, TR14, Hel22]. VAT [Cox05].

dvg [SIRC16]. vdmi[t [Fuj17]. Vector [AE21, KMK06, Mur09a, NL12, Tie09].

Vectorization [WPW15]. vectors [CHB14, GMF18]. Venables [Abr97, Arg98, Fer02, Jam96, Zie01b]. Venturini [Tu21]. Verdooren [AA12, Krä20]. verification [AY22]. Verlag [Abr97, Dal98, Har03, Hof15, How16b, Mat15, Mat16a, Rus15, Zie16]. versatile [MS23]. Version [Ano99, Cha95, GT10, HL04, HL05, Mat85, R D11a, R D11c, R D11d, R D11e, R D11f, R D11g, Sta93d, Sta93f, Sta93i, Sta93k, Sta95d, Sta95e, Sta95g, Sta95b, Mil02, RRSRTR14, VS02, Ven04]. Versions [Mil00]. Vertex [HL07]. vertical [Gav10].


Visualizations [BML19, Die21, Ger20, Tan18]. Visualize [Mii17b, WG17]. Visualizing [BY18, BKT14, Cle93, FFM09, GRMS11, Gio09, Kie08, Lee18, LM03, MBT^+20, Tyn16, BLW12, Tur18]. VNM [HWY18].


W [Abr97, All11b, Arg98, Bai11, Den98, Die21, Doe06, Doe10, Fer02, Gut11, Hly09, Jam96, Nor09, Ros00, Sha21c, Zie01b, Lip21b, Lip21c]. W. [Ven10]. Walker [Oli10a, Sch09, Hel22]. Walter [Lu18].

Wand [Num20]. Wang [Fis06, Ano03a, Bur07, Fot07, Knu07, McN04, Tol03]. Warping [CS12, Gio09, MCA019, SCS13].

Wars [Kur19]. Washington [HI97, IEE94]. water [CC23]. Wavelet [CHT98, EN11, FM19, Han98, NS94, Nas08, BG96, BL11, Mor09, O'B09c]. Wavemulcor [FM19]. Way [GKD14, Kru19, Men13, MvS07, RV20].

Wayne [Has18]. ways [Urb09]. Weather [SHN17]. Web [Iac15, Mun14b, Se17, Sha21a, KF17, LB21, Fir03, Fuj17, GGK10, HBA19, Mun14a, NL14, RL15, SVC^+19, VFV13, Ver12].

Web-Based [Sha21a, LB21, Fuj17]. website [FM18b]. Wedding [MC97]. Weighted
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